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in STylE
Good desiGn beGins with 

honesty, trustinG your 
intuition and askinG touGh 

questions. enhanced by 
collaboration, desiGn is 
the conscious effort to 

impose a meaninGful order 
around our environment. 

by RichaRd Webb

 t 
he BMW South Africa 2013 Eurostyle Tour to lisbon 
and london took place in a Europe where the saplings 
of recovery were still being tenderly cultivated. The Tour 
set out to establish if lower consumer spending has 
blunted ideals and the quest for innovation.

lisbon is Europe’s San Francisco - with its steeply raked hills 
and noticeably cheerfully coloured trams and Ponte Vasco 
da Gama - the bridge strikingly similar to Golden Gate 
Bridge that spans the Tagus River. It is designs like these that 
are imbued with empathy - an intimate connection with the 
feelings of the user - that cross all design disciplines, be they 
bridges or apparel. This fact is certainly not lost on Madeira-
born designer and entrepreneur, Fátima lopes. 

I met her at her fashionable Rua da Atalaia studio in lisbon 
to discuss her innovative Prêt-à-porter glamour. Anyone who 
cares about design can name a decisive event that has 
influenced them on their path and lopes was quick to share 
hers. “In 2000 I appeared on the Paris catwalk myself wearing 
a R10m bikini  - the world’s most expensive - made out of 
diamonds and gold”, smiles lopes expansively.” The resulting 
publicity would lay the groundwork for lopes, who is fluent in 
German, Portuguese and English, to open her first international 
store two years later in Rue de Grenelle, Paris.

International expansion is a key touchpoint in the development of 
a sustainable brand and lisbon based Ana Mestre, the 35-year-
old director of CoRQUE has taken this to heart. An international 
authority on sustainable cork design, her work as collaborative 
Design Researcher influences product design innovation through 
modular furniture systems and fashion accessories. “Considering 
cork’s economic, social and environmental advantages, it has 
become increasingly relevant in the worldwide sustainable 
development movement. This natural material still amazes the 
scientific community with its broad range of qualities. Its design 
potential is endless,” says Mestre.  
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Elsewhere in astonishingly beautiful neo-Gothic lisbon, 
neglected shopping and industrial areas are back in the 
spotlight, hosting shops, studios and museums.  The collection 
of the fabulous MUDE Design and Fashion Museum lives this 
truth in a huge, raw space in a semi-derelict former 1950’s 
bank headquarters in the heart of the Baixa district of lisbon. 
local architects Joana Vilhena and Ricardo Carvalho have 
left the interior in the state they found it - with walls, columns, 
and ceilings stripped of finishes - to create a surreal setting 
amid the ruins to highlight the importance of preservation in 
historic urban centres. Ever-changing temporary exhibitions 
contrast with a permanent collection of more than 1,000 
design objects from luminaries like Arne Jacobsen, Philippe 
Starck and Charles Eames. Housing Francisco Capelo’s 
fashion collection of more than 1,200 haute couture pieces 
from the likes of Jean Paul Gaultier, Balenciaga, Vivienne 
Westwood, and yves Saint laurent. Mude means change in 
Portuguese and this is what the project is all about.

The Tour changed pace and headed to london as it 
basked in the glow of recent signature events. It feels like a 
city preparing for big things and the economy is practically 
booming compared to many other European destinations. 
I met with Puneet Mehta, whose aim it is to improve safety 
and comfort through innovative partnerships with the likes 
of BMW Group. MyCityWay, his high-tech collaboration 
offers a single interface to create an ultimate local search and 

discovery platform, which brings together all dimensions of 
urban mobility, keeping us current and connected.  His self-
learning mobile interfaces guide us with real-time local news, 
weather, live traffic camera feeds, parking information and 
trustworthy directions in 100 cities across the world through a 
‘personalised discovery engine’ that unlocks the city around 
you. Puneet’s drive to develop a sixth sense for navigating 
cities using the best mobile, social and location-based 
technologies is a key partner in the connected drive towards 
zero-emissions mobility.

BMW design is always reinventing itself but seems keen to 
remember its own roots, having realised long ago that high-
tech devices can be friendly. In one of the most spectacular 
components of the BMW South Africa Eurostyle Tour, BMW i 
unveiled their groundbreaking concept for sustainable mobility 
in london, New york and Beijing simultaneously. The zero 
emissions i3 electric vehicle is designed around the needs of 
21st century cities and is the Group’s first all-electric vehicle, 
the first mass-produced carbon-fibre and aluminum car. Made 
using wind and water-generated energy, it has an all-electric 
driving range of 128-160 kilometres and can be supplemented 
with an optional range extender, providing extra peace of mind. 
With an urban agility to help make city traffic more tolerable it 
is an impressive, premium package that will move us closer to 
embracing electric mobility and zero emissions and we can buy 
it locally at the end of 2014.

While dreams of the future may 
be better than the past, continued 
investment, careful brand stewardship 
and the launch of groundbreaking 
new products are the elixir of heritage 
brands like Rolls-Royce. In the ultimate 
statement of luxury mobility, we 
joined Rolls-Royce Bespoke designer, 
Alex Innes over a Wraith cocktail - 
named after the most technologically 
advanced Rolls-Royce in history- at 
london’s 45 Park lane Hotel. Innes 
is the keeper of cultural heritage for a 
line of the finest motorcars in the world. 
“No two cars are the same, and when 
they’re commissioned for individuals, 
they are generally an accurate 
reflection of that person”, he revealed. 

The connection between design and 
storytelling yields fruit with a conversation 
with london-based Capetonian, Chris-
topher Jenner. With a passion for 
artisanal skill, his global design studio 
implements ‘fractal analysis’ - a design 
voyage of discovery that deconstructs 
luxury brands into their inherent values 
like heritage, product and personality. 
“As a studio there are two main factors 
that influence our work. Firstly, nature, 
whether it’s materials, shapes or textures. 
Secondly, heritage, whether it’s a 
French brand positioning itself in New 
york or an English brand entering the 
Asian market for the first time. To make 
that transition, we include local culture 
and heritage in the presentation of the 
brand so that there is a natural affinity for 
the consumer within the space. It makes 
integration so much easier.” Jenner re-
assembles these facets into magical 
solutions, similar in nature to pointillism 
where the eye creates a story from the 
kaleidoscopic application of colour 
and texture. His latest project mixes 
Edwardian splendour with modern 
design details for Penhaligon’s, the 
quintessentially British perfumery’s retail 
store in Jermyn Street. 

Diversity, collaborative design, and a 
deep sense of humanity typified the 
innovative talent encountered on the 
BMW South Africa 2013 EuroStyle 
Tour - a tour of hope, dreams and 
expectations for social change. This 
is a story of optimists that see the 
opportunity in every difficulty and I have 
a strong sense that we are becoming 
more comfortable in mixing artistry and 
commerce together. The words of Emile 
Zola, the French author who wrote of 
liberty and truth, come to mind: “If you 
ask me what I came into this life to do,  
I will tell you: I came to live out loud.” 

introducinG the  
new bmw 4 series
bmw’s efficient dynamics programme 

spearheads efficiencies in bmw’s 
conventionally powered vehicles and the 

bmw 4-series coupé, freshly launched 
in lisbon, is a perfect example of a real 

driver’s car. drawing upon the brand’s long 
heritage in luxurious and performance-

oriented, four-seat, two-door coupés, the 
new mid-size coupé is a new car in its own 
right. the range topping 435i is powered 
by the magical twinpower turbocharged, 
in-line, six-cylinder engine, gifting the car 
with blisteringly quick acceleration from 

0-100km/h in just 5.1seconds. that’s only 
0.3sec more than the outgoing 6-speed 

manual bmw m3 coupé!

in my hot laps in the 435i around estoril 
racetrack near lisbon, the heady 400 nm 

of torque spooled up at just 1200rpm, 
empowering the coupé with a tangible, 

emotive quality normally the preserve of 
cars twice the price. it held the racing line 

on the fast ex-formula 1 racetrack as if 
equipped with an earth-magnet, always 

in the correct cog in the flawless eight-
speed gearbox. the test route sweeping 
westward from lisbon portela airport to 

estoril served up challenging surfaces and 
demonstrated that the coupés’ refinement 
hasn’t been sacrificed to achieve a sporty 

drive. the 428i and 435i will be available 
locally in november. 

The collection of the fabulous 
MUDE Design and Fashion 

Museum lives this truth in a huge, 
raw space in a semi-derelict former 

1950’s bank headquarters…
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